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Abstract: This article examines the impact of nitrogen atmosphere on the quality of the solder 

joint. For tests were used two lead-free solder pastes, specifically SAC305 and SN100C. These 

pastes were printed on a substrate FR4 with ENIG finish with semiautomatic devices. For reflow 

of paste was used specially modified desiccator. This device has hot plate with the cooling system. 

This system is active after reflow. In this device, it was possible to create around the solder paste 

a nitrogen atmosphere having defined content of residual oxygen. This experiment determined 

the most appropriate concentration of the protective gas atmosphere to obtain the greatest 

wettability and spreadability of paste, which is a prerequisite for a good solder joint.  

Keywords: Solder reflow, nitrogen, modified atmosphere, lead – free, quality of the solder joint, 

temperature profile. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the electrical production was introduced environmental measures, which are governed 

by EN ISO 9453, RoHS and WEEE. These measures are to ensure waste reduction, recycling 

of electrical products and especially limit the use of hazardous materials and heavy metals 

in electrical engineering, which includes also long used lead. Therefore, it had to start using lead-

free solder alloy known as "Pb-free" or "Lead-free". This change occurred in a number of problems 

and changes in the process of soldering e.g. temperature rise when soldering, modification 

of materials and different structure of solder joints. These changes affect the reliability and lifetime 

of the solder joint and the entire electrical product. 

To the soldering process, therefore, began to introduce a nitrogen atmosphere, which affects 

the quality of the soldered joints, which is increasingly important in connection with decreasing 

size of soldering area. Therefore, it is necessary to lead-free alloys tested to be able to predict 

the reliability and quality of the soldered joints and the whole device. 

2 INERT NITROGEN ATMOSPHERE AND OXIDATION IN THE SOLDERING PROCESS  

Reflow solder in a protective atmosphere of nitrogen is an important technological operation 

in surface mounting of components. In principle, it is a solder reflow in a nitrogen atmosphere, 

but the solder reflow without oxygen. The molten solder in the presence of oxygen forms oxides, 

which decreases solderability. By reducing the oxygen concentration surrounding the soldering 

joint reduces the oxidation of molten solder. [1] [2] 

Other parameters that affect the speed and amount of oxidation temperature, the size of the surface 

areas and the applied flux. The large influence of temperature, which is directly related 

to oxidation. Higher temperatures mean a faster pace of oxidation. It is, therefore, important to drag 

solder paste at the lowest possible temperature. [3] 
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Conventional technology of heating as compared with the IR heater is able to maintain stability 

a uniform temperature over the whole surface of the PCB. Therefore, when using this technology, 

we can reduce the maximum temperature and thus reduce the quantity of oxidation. 

For technologies that use the IR heating, the temperature is affected by the size, surface and color 

components, it is preferable to convection technology to these properties is not dependent. [3]  

The surface also affects the oxidation. The larger surface area means more space for oxidation 

(see Figure 1). Nowadays the trend is the miniaturization of components. Therefore, the shrinking 

distance between components leads. So even particles of tin in solder pastes must shrink in order 

to achieve a defined printing paste. As with solder particles smaller, thus increasing 

the ratio of surface area to volume of the particles. [3] 

 

Figure 1: Surface of soldering particles [3] 

3 DESCRIPTION AND MEASUREMENT OF SAMPLES 

The test used 70 pieces of samples of conventional FR-4 substrates with ENIG. The sample had 

a dimension of 25 x 25 mm and was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol. On the sample was printed 

motive with four circular and five circular dots over stainless steel template with thickness 

150 microns. Four circular dots have 3 mm diameter, and five circular dots has a diameter of 1 mm 

(see Figure 2). Each circular dot on the sample was assigned a designation, in order to determine 

a specific spreadability after reflow. For printing solder paste was used SAC305 and SN100C. [4] 

     

Figure 2: Stainless steel template (left), printed testing sample (middle), detail of printed dot 

(right) 

It was measured 8 atmospheres for SAC305 solder paste and 6 atmospheres for SN100C paste. 

Each of the measured atmospheres was melted five samples. Using a microscope and a camera was 

measured the dimension of each dot. Dots were measured after printing (see Figure 3 A) and after 

reflow (see Figure 3 B). It measured the diameter of the x-axis and y, as you can see in Figure 3. 

The data is needed to calculate coefficient K1 and K2. [4]    

       

Figure 3: Measuring diameters of a printed sample (left), reflow sample (middle), detail of 

reflow dot (right) 
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3.1 MEASURED DIMENSIONS DOTS AND MARKING (SEE FIGURE 3):  

vertical diameter of the printed dot   d1(↕) 

horizontal diameter of the printed dot   d1(↔) 

vertical diameter of the reflow dot   d2(↕) 

horizontal diameter of the reflow dot   d2(↔) 

The protective atmosphere has been created by pumping the contents desiccator. 

Inside was a vacuum. And subsequent impregnation was with nitrogen. This process was repeated 

several times. Before being created inside the desired atmosphere. The concentration of residual 

oxygen in the creating atmosphere was measured using a device Zr-Ox MKII. Residual oxygen is 

measured in parts per million (ppm). Samples were melted in the air (i.e. 210,000 ppm). And then 

the level of residual oxygen in the atmosphere decreased to 5000 ppm, 1000 ppm, 500 ppm, 

200 ppm, 100 ppm, 50 ppm and 20 ppm. [5]   

3.2 MEASURING THE HEIGHT OF REFLOW DOTS 

For SN100C paste was also measured the height of melting paste. The sample was placed on a steel 

cube. Measuring tip is placed on the surface of the substrate FR-4 (see Figure 4 A). Then was 

placed on the top of melting dot (see Figure 4 B) and this dimension was enrolled in the table 

for all of the dots on the sample. These data used only to calculate the coefficient K2.  

 

Figure 4: Principle measuring the height of reflow dots [4] 

4 SPREADABILITY COEFFICIENT 

Assembled equation for calculating the spreading is based on the ratio of printed and melted paste. 

4.1 SPREADABILITY COEFFICIENT K1 
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5 RESULTS 

The following charts (see Figure 5-7) indicate the dependence of the spreadability coefficient K1 

and K2 of testing pastes defined concentrations of residual oxygen to galvanize the sample. Each 

concentration is shown two columns. One indicates the spreadability of large dots with a diameter 

of 3 mm. The second column indicates the spreadability of small dots of 1 mm diameter. 

 

 
Figure 5: Spreadability solder SAC305 (coefficient K1) 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Spreadability solder SN100C (coefficient K1) 

 

 
 

 
Figure 7: Spreadability solder SN100C (coefficient K2) 
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CONCLUSION 

For the paste SAC305 was melted down 40 samples in total. For the second SN100C paste 

was melted down 30 samples in total. Reflow profile SAC305 paste was RTS (ramp to spike) 

with a peak temperature of 238 °C. For SN100C paste was used RSS (ramp soak spike) reflow 

profile, with a peak temperature of 246 °C.   

From the graphs (see Figure 5-7), it was observed that small dots the more spread over than 3 mm 

dots. The reason is because of the smaller the ratio of area to a height of the paste with small dots. 

For graphs (see Figure 5 and 6), therefore, focus on blue columns that represent the spreadability 

of small dots. 

A coefficient K1 was achieved higher spreadability of paste SAC305. From the measured values 

was calculated spreadability 114% (for coefficient K1, SAC305, 1 000 ppm oxygen concentration). 

Thus printed area increased by 14 % after reflow. For the second paste was measured and the 

height of the dot after reflow. Therefore, it was possible to calculate the coefficient K2, 

and it indicates in the graph. As you can see in the graph K2 (see Figure 7), so this factor has the 

same process as K1 (see Figure 6). Only coefficient K2 increased spreadability of small dots 

it is about 7 %. 

The most suitable concentration of residual oxygen in the atmosphere was determined from this 

measurement and it is 1000 ppm. Changing this limit of concentration can influence the price 

because creating a cleaner atmosphere is too expensive and uneconomical. 
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